36. AMPAL-5 asked if he did not agree that the nome克莱 critical amplified import, suggesting broad representation could be achieved later in Provisional Cabinet.

2. AMPAL-5 referred to AMPAL-5/10 months of discussion this subject plus 19 Dec meeting with Bender when agreement apparently agreed on. Said on contrary that Nome is more propitious than ever, starting with election than lard will to fill seat left vacant by Bender. AMPAL-5 accepted view joylessly.

3. Commented view query as trash balloon by Ajag who as weakest member. AMPAL-5 formed with Ajag as internal bloc of two, realizing that each addition to AMPAL will dilute power of all.

4. AMPAL-5 opined that Provisional President should come from Arion (import) to fix historical role of Arion in anti-Castro struggle. Said membership not essential. AMPAL-5 then asked if Bender group would veto Ajag as Prov.
PRESIDENT. BENDER GROUP WAS VETOING NO ONE ELSE. SUGGESTED THAT ANJAG ENJOYED PERHAPS LESS INTERNAL SUPPORT THAN ANY OTHER FIGURE. AMPALN-3 STAFF EMPLOYEE SAID HE WISHED TABLE "PECULIAR CANDIDATE" AS BISHOP TO MARRY BOZA. STAFF EMPLOYEE DOUBTED THAT CUBAN TRADITION WAS SUSCEPTIBLE SUCH FUSION CHURCH AND STATE. BUT AMPALN-3 SUGGESTED WEAKLY THAT BOZA AS PRIVATE CITIZEN COULD SERVE.

END OF MESSAGE.